Promoting & advancing research

- Agriculture and animal sciences
- Health sciences and medicine
- Environmental sciences
- Creative communities, linguistics, human behaviour
- Alternative and renewable green technologies
- Engineering, technology and applied sciences
Our vibrant research enterprise

640 RESEARCHERS
2,000 PROJECTS
$150 MILLION

Source: Office of Research webpage and Return on Research 2013-14 publication
Office of Research Priorities

- Promote research excellence
- Catalyse and steward research partnerships
- Enhance student participation in research
- Convey our research to the world at large

Office of Research Activities

- VPR & Deans Table created
  - Strategy
- Research Advisory Board created
  - Strategy to Operation
- Animal Care Services re-organisation
- Research Communications re-organisation
Office of Research Activities

- Strategic Renewal Process
- Major Partnerships
- Major Campus Research Submissions
  - Canada First Research Excellence Fund
  - FedDev
  - CFI Innovation Fund